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When the human genome project started, the major challenge was how to sequence a 3 billion letter code in an organized
and cost-effective manner. When completed, the project had laid the foundation for a huge variety of biomedical fields
through the production of a complete human genome sequence, but also had driven the development of laboratory and
analytical methods that could produce large amounts of sequencing data cheaply. These technological developments
made possible the sequencing of many more vertebrate genomes, which have been necessary for the interpretation of the
human genome. They have also enabled large-scale studies of vertebrate genome evolution, as well as comparative and
human medicine. In this review, we give examples of evolutionary analysis using a wide variety of time frames—from the
comparison of populations within a species to the comparison of species separated by at least 300 million years. Furthermore, we anticipate discoveries related to evolutionary mechanisms, adaptation, and disease to quickly accelerate in
the coming years.
The human genome project pioneered not only the bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)-based sequencing of a mammalian-sized
genome (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium
2001), but also the methodology of whole-genome shotgun (WGS)
sequencing (Venter et al. 2001). WGS sequencing was further
improved and applied to the mouse genome (Mouse Genome
Sequencing Consortium 2002) and then became the technique
of choice for many vertebrate genomes (International Chicken
Genome Sequencing Consortium 2004; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005;
Mikkelsen et al. 2007; Warren et al. 2008). This methodology
has two advantages: It allows a relatively unbiased approach to sequencing a genome and it has the ability to be automated and hence
cost effective. Thus, it revolutionized the study of comparative genomics of vertebrate genomes. New sequencing technologies
have further reduced the cost of WGS sequencing, making vertebrate genome sequencing even more popular (Li et al. 2010).
Prior to whole-genome sequencing of many vertebrates, the
ENCODE project had selected a representative ;1% on the human
genome to be systematically sequenced in a BAC-by-BAC approach
across mammals and some vertebrates. The comparative ENCODE
project demonstrated the presence of widespread orthology between species, high levels of conservation within genes, as well as
extensive signals of conservation outside genes. Noncoding features lacking experimental validation, however, were harder to
interpret than protein-coding genes (Margulies et al. 2007).
The human genome sequence described many of the features
of the human genome such as transposable elements (TEs), segmental duplications, genes, and their promoters. The human gene
count predicted at approximately 40,000 (International Human
Genome Sequencing Consortium 2001) was a huge refinement
from the previously cited estimate of 100,000 genes. Nonetheless,
it was far above the current tally of somewhere close to 22,000
human genes (Clamp et al. 2007).
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For many scientists, the comparison of the mouse and human
genomes came as a strong confirmation that large-scale comparative genomics is essential for understanding the human genome.
Comparison of these two mammals refined the mammalian gene
count to ;30,000 and allowed the first genome-wide estimate of
the minimum fraction of the human genome that is conserved
across placental mammals and is hence functional: a full 5%, much
more than the ;1.2% occupied by protein-coding sequence
(Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium 2002).

The principles of comparative genomics
Since then, comparative genomics has proven itself invaluable,
not only for illuminating evolutionary mechanisms and forces,
but for informing the understanding of the human genome. The
essence of the field of comparative genomics is that sequence that
stays conserved (similar) across multiple and/or distant species is
likely to be constrained (similar due to evolutionary pressures),
which implies a biological function (Fig. 1). However, the converse
is not necessarily true: A DNA sequence can, of course, have a biological function without being conserved with any other species’
genome. This is especially true for novel lineage-specific changes
where time has not yet afforded the sequence a signature of conservation. Conservation does not necessarily imply identity: Sequence can be constrained to prefer two or three out of the four
bases.
Exons generally are conserved across species in a very specific
pattern (3-bp code with a third degenerate base), and sequence
conservation has proven to be an important asset for the creation
of gene models (as well as gene structure algorithms and speciesspecific RNA sequencing) (Flicek et al. 2013). However, regulatory
elements are much harder to model: This is where comparative
genomics shines. Early studies identified hundreds of so-called
ultra-conserved elements—elements several hundred bases long
and almost identical across mammals (Bejerano et al. 2004)—and
functional studies demonstrated that some of these had a role as
enhancers (Woolfe et al. 2005). Comparison of human, mouse,
rat, and dog identified several hundreds of thousands of conserved noncoding elements (CNEs) that cluster near develop-
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Figure 1. A comparative genomics display derived from the UCSC Genome Browser (Meyer et al. 2013). The top panel depicts the genomic region
surrounding the 59 end of the gene LBH (limb bud and heart development homolog) in the human genome. The top track indicates mammalian conservation as determined by phastCons (Pollard et al. 2010). Putative promoter and enhancer elements are indicated. The second track shows the intron/
exon structure of the 59 end of LBH. The 59 untranslated region (UTR) and start site are indicated. The bottom panel shows a close up on the protein-coding
portion of the first exon of LBH. Here, the top track shows the human DNA sequence, and the second track shows the degree of mammalian conservation as
determined by PhyloP (Pollard et al. 2010). The bottom series of tracks shows the homologous protein sequence in selected vertebrate genomes. (N) Gaps
in sequence; (=) unalignable sequence.

mental genes (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005), driving home the
importance of regulation for determining body plan and neurological development.

Detecting the features and functions in the human
genome
To more fully elucidate the constrained elements in the human
genome, 29 placental mammals were sequenced. This number was
chosen to gain enough power to find constrained elements >12 bp.
This approach identified 3.6 million constrained elements encompassing 4.2% of the human genome (Lindblad-Toh et al.
2011). While 6%–15% of the human genome has been estimated
to be constrained among placental mammals or under more recent
lineage-specific selection (Pollard et al. 2010; Lindblad-Toh et al.
2011; Ward and Kellis 2012), only 4.2% of the human genome was
annotated with constraint in the 29 placental mammals study,
showing that many more constrained elements remain to be
pinpointed.
While constraint shows that a base has a function, it does not
necessarily reveal what that function is. To help assign function,
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one can use the constraint pattern for some types of features, for
example, exons, splice site motifs (Wang and Burge 2008), and
RNA-folding structures (Washietl et al. 2007). But for most elements, one must instead rely on combining constraint with other
types of annotation data including RNA-seq, ChiP-seq data for
transcription factors, methylation or histone marks, and DNase
hypersensitivity. These techniques are very useful and are often
complementary to sequence conservation analysis. However, sequence conservation has more specificity than assays such as
transcription factor binding, or even transcription, unless very
stringent binding conditions are used. As an example of this, the
ENCODE Consortium annotated 80% of the human genome using
a variety of overlapping experimental markers including transcription and histone modification (The ENCODE Project Consortium et al. 2012); however, this catalog does not uniquely assign
the function to specific bases but to an overall region of the genome. Thus, one should combine the functional signature of the
cell type of interest with constraint patterns to delineate the specific function of constrained elements (The ENCODE Project
Consortium et al. 2007; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2011; Wenger et al.
2013).

Comparative genomics to understand evolution

Innovation in vertebrate genomes
An important indication of innovation in a genome is a recent
change in an otherwise well-conserved element. Elements that are
highly conserved in vertebrates sometimes show accelerated evolution in humans (almost all have proved to be regulatory elements) (Pollard et al. 2006) and are called human accelerated regions (HARs). Alternatively, noncoding regions that are highly
conserved in mammals may be deleted in humans, chimps, or
other species (McLean et al. 2011). This approach is particularly
valuable to understand species-specific biology as well as recent
evolutionary history.
To learn about mechanisms of innovation, placental mammalian genomes were compared with the first sequenced marsupial genome—the opossum genome. More than 20% of placental
mammalian CNEs were not found in opossum, suggesting that
they are novel innovations. In contrast, only 1% of exons conserved within placental mammals were not conserved with the
opossum (Mikkelsen et al. 2007). This shows that the past 100
million yr of functional innovation in mammalian genomes derives largely from regulatory change (Mikkelsen et al. 2007), and
also highlights the insights into evolution that can only come
from comparative genomics.
More recent analysis has demonstrated three different waves
of genes that showed regulatory innovation in different eras of
vertebrate evolutionary history. The investigators first identified
CNEs on the genomes of five disparate vertebrates, inferred the
time when the CNE first came under selective constraint and then
associated those CNEs with the closest gene. They found that novel
CNEs first arose for transcription factors and developmental genes,
then extracellular signaling genes, and then finally, genes involved
in post-translation protein modification (Lowe et al. 2011).
While the above examples show that novel regulatory elements play a role in evolution over long periods of time, other
studies of natural selection in stickleback (Jones et al. 2012) and
human populations (Grossman et al. 2013), as well as of artificial
selection in domestic animals (Rubin et al. 2010, 2012; Olsson et al.
2011), also demonstrate the importance and preponderance of
regulatory innovation in a shorter time perspective. In contrast,
two regulatory elements were shown to have remained conserved
between humans and very distant invertebrate species, showing
no innovation over a billion years (Clarke et al. 2012).

to their advantage to explain both general evolutionary principles
and species-specific biology (Fig. 2):

Exaptation—recycling the genome
Many have been intrigued by the large size of the human genome
and the fact that the majority of it contains no protein-coding
genes. More precisely, a large fraction of the genome is made up of
TEs that hop around the genome for their own purposes. Only
recently did we learn why vertebrate genomes may have taken on
the burden of all these TEs: It allows genomes to evolve by way
of exaptation. Exaptation is the repurposing of a sequence element for an entirely different function, and the ‘‘random’’ insertion of TEs provides excellent templates for exaptation. The
exaptation of TEs was first described by Bejerano et al. (2006),
who aligned human ultraconserved elements to coelacanth
BAC sequence. They found that two different SINE classes still
active in the Indonesian coelacanth genome are homologous to
an enhancer of the gene ISL1 and an alternatively spliced exon
of PCBP2 in humans, respectively. In the past ;400 million yr,
vertebrate genomes repurposed these TE sequences to serve
entirely new functions. Since then, many more examples of
exaptation have been detailed (Mikkelsen et al. 2007), including 96 human noncoding elements and one human exon
discovered by comparison to the green anole lizard genome
(Alfoldi et al. 2011). Significantly, approximately 280,000 human regulatory elements (7 Mb of sequence) were shown to
have been exapted from TEs using the 29 placental mammals

Shedding light on vertebrate evolution
When specifically studying vertebrate genome evolution, scientists today can take advantage of more than 60 mammalian deep
coverage genome assemblies, as well as a few dozen nonmammalian vertebrate deep coverage genome assemblies. These,
combined with the 29 mammals (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2011) and 46
vertebrates alignments and conservation data sets (Meyer et al.
2013), supplemented by the within-species 1000 Genomes Project
(Abecasis et al. 2012) displayed in viewable databases (UCSC,
Ensembl, NCBI, and IGV), provide impressive resources for comparative genomics research. However, we must note that it is very
important to choose the appropriate time-scale of conservation for
the question being addressed. If one’s phylogenetic scope (the
time-scale of the relationship of species being studied) is too narrow, then the specificity of constraint is reduced. In contrast,
lineage-specific biology is inevitably lost as phylogenetic scope is
widened (Cooper and Shendure 2011). Here we give some examples that show how scientists have used a wide variety of genomes

Figure 2. A tree schematic depicting the relationships between the
vertebrate species discussed. Important events such as the origin of therian
sex chromosomes, pig domestication, human language evolution, and
transposable element exaptation are indicated. Note the very different time
spans used depending on the evolutionary question at hand.
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data set; this constitutes 20% of the conserved regulatory sequence annotated (Lowe and Haussler 2012). In this case,
comparative genomics has taught us about the incredible ingenuity of evolution, and given us a window into the origins of
new regulatory elements.

Sex-chromosomes—will there still be a Y chromosome
in the future?
The process of sex chromosome evolution has been studied for
several decades—but a true understanding of it was only made
possible through comparative genomics. The X and Y chromosomes originate from a homologous pair of chromosomes, and so
many have sought to understand sex chromosome evolution by
comparing the X and Y chromosomes within a species. Observing
that the current human Y chromosome has lost many genes in
comparison to the formerly identical X chromosome have led
some to believe that the human Y chromosome was destined to
disappear from the genome forever (Aitken and Marshall Graves
2002). However, comparisons with other primate Y chromosomes
have shown an entirely different picture of sex chromosome evolution. First, the iterative mapping and sequencing of the chimpanzee Y chromosome showed rapid evolution—not just the loss
of genes from the Y, but the addition and duplication of novel
sequence (Hughes et al. 2010). Then, the sequencing of the rhesus
macaque Y chromosome showed that neither the human nor the
rhesus had lost any of the Y chromosome genes that had been on
the homologous chromosome predecessors of the X and Y. This
led to a new theory of sex chromosomes, where Y chromosomes lose
significant gene content soon after they lose the ability to cross-over
with a homologous partner, but the original genes that remain exhibit strict purifying selection, giving us more confidence in the
continuing existence of the human Y (Hughes et al. 2012).

Language adaptation by altering a key protein
Much has been learned about recent human evolution by the
comparison of the modern human genome with those of extinct
human species and the chimpanzee. Comparison of the Neanderthal genome to our own revealed several examples of recent
fixation in the human genome, and showed that 91% of HARs lost
their mammalian conservation earlier than the Neanderthal/
modern human split (Green et al. 2010). The FOXP2 gene is known
for having mutations that cause linguistic and grammatical impairments as part of a Mendelian disorder in humans. Comparison
of the sequence of this gene in several humans, two chimpanzees
and an orangutan showed a recent selective sweep of this gene in
modern humans, making it likely that the two nonsynonymous
changes in human FOXP2 are at least partially responsible for the
orofacial movement control that allows us, unlike our ape cousins,
to speak (Enard et al. 2002). Another comparison—this time with
the Denisovan genome (another genome of an extinct human
species)—demonstrated that the Denisovans possessed the ancestral FOXP2 allele, showing that this crucial change in the human
lineage happened only in the last 800,000 yr, after the divergence
from Denisovans and Neanderthals (Meyer et al. 2012).

Signals of selection enhanced by domestication
Comparisons of the genomes of domesticated pigs and wild boars
demonstrate multiple points about selection mechanisms and
biological traits. This study found an excess of derived nonsynonymous substitutions in domestic pigs, most likely reflecting
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both positive selection and relaxed purifying selection after domestication. Analysis of the KIT locus in white or white-spotted
pigs identified four different structural variants, emphasizing how
structural changes have contributed to rapid phenotypic evolution
in domestic animals and how alleles in domestic animals may
evolve by the accumulation of multiple causative mutations as
a response to strong directional selection. Selective sweep analyses
were performed by searching the genome for regions with elevated
homozygosity, and revealed strong signatures of selection at loci
likely involved in behavior, morphology, and production traits.
Three genes (NR6A1, PLAG1, and LCORL) at different loci together
explain the majority of the genetics underlying the elongation of
the back and an increased number of vertebrae in the domestic
pig. PLAG1 and LCORL also control stature in other domestic animals and in humans (Rubin et al. 2012).

Great things to come—fully applying comparative
genomics to disease
We have demonstrated the benefits that comparative genomics
has provided to the field of evolutionary biology. With the currently available information, we believe that the time is now ripe
for comparative genomics to be more fully embraced in the study
of human disease. A very large fraction, 88%, of trait- or diseaseassociated loci identified in genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) are intronic or intergenic in nature (Hindorff et al. 2009).
A major hurdle to finding the actual mutations responsible for
a given human trait or disease is the lack of understanding of the
function of the noncoding portion of the genome. Many studies
therefore stop at the general locus and, understandably, assume
that the most nearby gene is affected. While genomic distance
plays a role, more and more examples are now surfacing where
regulatory elements or lincRNAs affect genes at a distance or even
genes on other chromosomes (Sanyal et al. 2012), thus making
such assumptions overly simplistic. Comparative genomics, together with other genomic resources, is now on the verge of offering the tools for developing testable hypotheses for candidate
regulatory mutations. In fact, SNPs associated with human disease
in GWAS are 1.37-fold enriched in placental mammalian conserved elements relative to total HapMap SNPs (Lindblad-Toh et al.
2011), suggesting that a portion of the tagged SNPs are indeed
functional. In a disease-associated haplotype, 10–100 SNPs might
be present. Of these ;5% will be constrained, allowing the selection of only one or a few SNPs for first-tier functional characterization. Thus, sequence conservation is extremely useful for prioritizing GWAS SNPs or resequencing variants for functional
studies (Fig. 3).
Despite the discovery of tens or hundreds of GWAS loci each
for many of our most common diseases, only a fraction of the
genetic risk has been accounted for. Multiple hypotheses to explain this have been proposed (Visscher et al. 2012), but no ultimate conclusion has been reached. One potential scenario is that
rare variants of strong effect, which theoretically should not become common due to purifying selection, have indeed become
more common in certain populations due to drift or selection.
Furthermore, it seems reasonable that deleterious noncoding variants affecting the expression of a gene in a specific tissue would be
more tolerated than deleterious mutations destroying the protein
in all tissues, and therefore would be more conducive to a viable
and reproductively fit individual. The observation that a large
fraction of evolutionary innovation occurs in noncoding sequence, where it can fine-tune the regulation of specific genes

Comparative genomics to understand evolution

Figure 3. Hypothetical data showing how conservation can be used to identify the most likely functional variants in a disease locus. GWAS or sequencing data can be combined with constraint information and other genome annotations in the appropriate cell types to assess SNPs and other
variants present on human disease-associated haplotypes. From the multitude of associated variants, one or a few candidate mutations often stand out
based on the overlap of a candidate SNP (best variant indicated by star in lower panel) with constraint and other genome annotation. In a best-case
scenario, careful analysis of sequence motifs overlapping the candidate variant will also identify a transcription factor binding site, splice site, or RNA
structure that is altered by the candidate variant.

under certain conditions without overall changing the function of
the protein, also supports this notion. Many of these rare variants
could potentially regulate pathways involved both in normal
physiology and in disease pathology. We therefore hypothesize
that rare variants in noncoding functional elements will play a
relatively large role in common disease, and advocate for more
whole-genome sequencing or targeted efforts that examine both
coding and noncoding constrained sequence.
If rare variants contribute substantially to human common
diseases, then there ought to be a reason why they remain at
a considerable frequency in the population. In selected traits in
domestic animals, identified noncoding mutations often affect
both phenotypic traits and disease traits (either through pleiotropic effects or through hitchhiking of nearby loci). It is not unreasonable to think that selection will also play a role in increasing
the frequency of specific disease variants in humans. A well-studied example is sickle-cell anemia, a serious disease that remains
common in Africa as it offers protection against malaria (for review, see Bunn 2013). Other examples are quickly amassing,
including a connection between celiac disease and bacterial infection (Zhernakova et al. 2010). While it is easy to appreciate the
importance of infectious diseases and the selective effects they
may have had on us, other environmental factors may also be important. These include factors such as the amount of sunlight, diet,
climate, and altitude, most of which are likely to have adaptive responses also. Local selective pressures from the environment could
thus contribute to selection for certain disease alleles and contribute

to the variation of disease frequencies often seen between different
populations.
A great deal of vertebrate sequencing has already been completed, and invaluable data sets are already available, but more
mammalian genome sequencing could help us annotate the human genome even further. The 29 placental mammals data set
possesses a total branch length of 4.5 substitutions per site and
yielded a 12-bp resolution for placental mammalian conservation.
To obtain a tantalizing 1-bp resolution, which would allow us to
assess the functional potential of every base, would require an
additional 100–200 placental mammal genomes (with a total
branch length of 15–25 substitutions/site) (Lindblad-Toh et al.
2011). This would also enable detailed mammalian lineage-based
constraint annotation and would thereby annotate the predicted
further 2%–10% of the human genome.
In conclusion, the use of comparative genomics, enabled by
the human genome sequence and the technological advances
catalyzed by its generation, has brought a wealth of insights into
vertebrate genome evolution, increased our understanding of the
human genome, and now offers the potential to decipher human
evolution and disease and the inevitable link between the two.
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